
Innovative technologies for pipeline inspection 

Inspect sewer applications with durable, technologically advanced, best-in-class cameras. 
Whether you choose the widely used PE2620 or the self-cleaning PE3600, you can be 
assured you’re inspecting with the premier cameras in the industry.

See what you’re missing.Pipeline Inspection Systems
Cameras

aries’ mainline cameras are packed full of innovative 
features such as maintenance-free LeD lighting, 40x 
zoom, 3600 rotation, and smarTeC internal on-screen 
diagnostics.  Combined with their rugged construction 
and crystal clear images, these cameras are the perfect 
tool for inspecting pipes 6” and up using almost any 
multi-conductor system.

For pipe sizes 3” and up, aries’ lateral cameras offer 
some of the most advanced features in the market today.  
Whether it’s the Pe3600 mini pan & tilt camera with 
a revolutionary self-cleaning lens wiper and optional 
wireless control, or the self-leveling sT920 with high-
intensity LeD lighting and shatterproof sapphire window, 
aries’ mini lateral cameras are second to none.
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See what you’re missing.

mainline Camera Features:
>> For pipelines 6” diameter and up 
>> Continuous 3600 axial rotation in either direction 
>> Up to 3000 pan & tilt rotation 
>> 40x zoom 
>> Resolution of 460 (H) TV Lines 
>> Spherical viewing capabilities in excess of 90% 
>> Internally pressurized with on-screen monitoring 
>> Shock resistant 
>> Low light sensitive 2 Lux module 
>> Automatic exposure compensation 
>> Break-resistant, scratch-proof sapphire camera window 
>> On-screen diagnostics continually monitor internal camera conditions 
>> Warm white LED lighting 
>> “Starlight” light enhancement feature 
>> Automatic “Home” feature 
>> Automatic iris compensation 
>> Operates on up to 2,000 if of multi-conductor cable 
>> Adaptable to almost any multi-conductor CCTV system 
>> Optional Milli-M crosshair generating lasers for crack measurement

 
 
 

Lateral Camera Features: 
Pe3600 mini Pan & Tilt 
>> Adaptable to both Aries’ SEEKER and LETS units 
>> Operates in pipe size 3” and up 
>> Replaceable wiper blades to clean lens and lights while in the pipe 
>> 3600 of continuous rotation and continuous tilt 
>> Remote focus 
>> “Smart Upright Home” circuitry 
>> Internal 512Hz transmitting beacon 
>> Steering probes to navigate wyes and difficult laterals 
>> Optional wireless control fob 
>> Adaptable for mainline applications

sT920 self-Leveling Color Camera 
>> Adaptable to both Aries’ SEEKER and LETS units 
>> Operates in pipe size 3” and up 
>> High sensitivity module for low-light (0.14 Lux) 
>> High resolution color module 
>> Shatterproof sapphire window 
>> Internal 512Hz transmitting beacon 
>> Adaptable for mainline applications


